
Charli� Chang� Men�
12 Pier Avenue, Tendring, United Kingdom

(+44)1255430258,(+44)7885836508

A complete menu of Charlie Changs from Tendring covering all 19 meals and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Charlie Changs:
Really good food on tonight’s delivery order and on another about a month ago. Glad to have found this place!
Tonight there was one item left off the order rang just after delivery and the missing item (a sauce) was at the

door within 15mins very impressed at this service and will continue to support the restaurant through lockdown
and hope to be able to visit in due course read more. What Marty C doesn't like about Charlie Changs:

Warm welcome but then denied the option of having a buffet as, they explained 'it was not a profitable venture for
Charlie Chang to let only one person have the buffet! ' Even offered to pay more than the asking price but that

was refused. Disappointing! read more. Charlie Changs from Tendring is a suitable bar to a cocktail after work,
and sit with friends or alone, Furthermore, the visitors of the restaurant enjoy the extensive selection of the

differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has available. Even the versatile, delicious Chinese
cuisine is very popular among customers.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKEN WINGS

Desser�
PANCAKE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Chicke� dishe�
SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

PRAWNS

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
EGG

TRAVEL

CHICKEN

BEEF
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